
NOW HIRING: 3D Animation Generalist
Location:
Burlington, VT or remote

Reporting to:
Head of Animation

Position Overview:

Superplastic is seeking an experienced, creative 3D Animation Generalist to help grow our
character-based toy and entertainment company. Superplastic creates original characters and
turns them into virtual celebrities. We also collaborate with famous artists and premier brands
making the world’s most sought-after toys, streetwear, and other innovative products.

The 3D Animation Generalist uses technical expertise, artistic ability, and knowledge of

animation to create models, materials, UVs, and renders that meet our quality standards. The

Generalist works within a team and is supervised by senior members of the Production

department.

Responsibilities include:

● Build, sculpt, and maintain computer-generated 3D models for assigned story elements

and designs.

● Prepares and builds models for characters and stand-ins for layout.
● Develops prop elements.
● Creates environmental sets and structures.
● Creates UVs.
● Creates lighting set ups & can execute renders.
● Meets production deadlines and quota targets.
● Takes direction and contributes effectively within the creative departments.
● Effectively resolves problems and roadblocks as they occur.

The above list describes the essential functions of this role, but other duties may be assigned,

as necessary.



Requirements:

● 3 years of CG experience with Polygon Character modeling and UV’ing skills.
● Ability to develop multiple types of models, both mechanical and organic, that reflect

production design.
● Maya and ZBrush proficiency.
● Ability to follow art direction and work efficiently within a collaborative production

environment.
● Must have the capacity to work well under pressure and meet deadlines.
● Possesses knowledge of creating Facial Blend Shapes and familiarity with character

rigging applications.
● Strong problem-solving skills.
● Photoshop experience.

We're a fast-growing company with strong financial backing, a positive culture, and an incredible
creative team. Superplastic is in an explosive growth stage, and this is a fantastic opportunity to
join our fantastic team of awesome "characters." This is an hourly position.

Email resume and cover letter to jobs@superplastic.co

ABOUT SUPERPLASTIC

Superplastic is an animated entertainment and product company that creates original IP and turns

them into celebrities on new and traditional media. Our virtual influencers Janky, Guggimon, Dayzee,

and Staxx, have millions of followers and collaborate with celebrities, artists, and premier brands. We

produce some of the world’s finest and most coveted designer toys, apparel, and animated

entertainment.

The company is based in Burlington, Vermont, with funding from Google Ventures, Craft Ventures,

Betaworks, Index Ventures, and many other well-known investors (including Jared Leto, Justin

Timberlake, and Scooter Braun, to name a few), and was founded by artist & entrepreneur Paul

Budnitz (Kidrobot, Ello, etc.).

Superplastic is an equal opportunity employer. Superplastic is committed to diversity, equity and

inclusion; we are passionate about building and sustaining an inclusive and equitable workplace.
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